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Date : 10th and 11th January 2020
Venue : Humanities Auditorium, Shivaji University Kolhapur

CO-ORDINATOR
Prof. Dr. S. S. Mahajan
Chair Professor, R. N. Godbole Chair, Shivaji University, Kolhapur

Dr. V. A. Patil
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REGISTRATION
All payments should be made through DD/Cheque in favour of the “Principal, D.R.K. College of Commerce, Kolhapur”, Payable at Kolhapur and through direct cash deposit/NEFT/RTGS. The bank details are as below.

Name of the Account Holder: Principal, D.R.K. College of Commerce, Kolhapur
Account Number: 324021001004665
Bank Name: Union Bank of India
Branch: Laxmipuri
Branch Code: 532142
IFSC: UBIN032142
MICR: 416026002

The registration fee includes conference kit, lunch, certificate of participation.

• Faculty and others : Rs. 1000
• Research Scholars and Students : Rs. 500

Who Should Attend ?
All the Faculty Members, Researchers, Scholars & Students from different discipline.

Paper Submission :
Authors may write paper for this conference on main or sub theme or any other relevant issues. The abstract should be of maximum 200 words and the full paper up to 3000 words. The paper shall be in MS Word format, using Times New Roman Font with font size 12. Please follow the guidelines of APA style for citing references.

Important Note :
• Last date for registration : 8th Jan. 2020.
• Last date for submission of abstract : 15th Dec. 2019.
• Last date for submission of full paper : 31st Dec. 2019.
• Paper should be submitted to the Email-ID : drkinternational2020@gmail.com

Acceptance will be intimated within 2 days.

Paper Publication :
All the accepted papers will be published in the conference proceedings with ISBN.
### ABOUT SANSTHA
C. S. & C.A. Our College is an approved center conducting professional programmes like C.M.A., (General and M.C.V.C.). We are proud to like B.Com, B.B.A., M.Com, M.B.A. with H.S.C. Commerce College in Western Maharashtra. It is a reputed single faculty in the heart of the city and equipped with excellent infrastructural facilities. It is a reputed single faculty under the auspicious leadership of Late Dr. Ratnappa Kumbhar, the reputed social reformer, senior political leader and educationist. He was honoured as Sahakar Mahare and awarded Doctorate by the University of Pune and Padmashri by Government of India for his outstanding contribution to the co-operative movement in Maharashtra. Commercial Education has played a pioneer role in the establishment of Shivaji Law College in 1953, and Night College of Arts and Commerce in 1971.

### ABOUT D.R.K. COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
D.R.K. College of Commerce is located in the heart of the city and equipped with excellent facility and infrastructure. It is a renowned and reputed Commerce College in Western Maharashtra. Presently the college runs different programmes like B.Com, B.B.A., M.Com, MBA, with H.S.C. (General and M.C.V.C.). We are proud to mention that the college has been recognized to conduct professional programmes like C.M.A., C. S. & C.A. Our College is an approved center for C.A. & C.M.A. Examinations and is also recognized as the co-ordinator for Lead College cluster of Shivaji University. The college has also made outstanding contribution in Sports, N.S.S., N.C.C. & Cultural events.

Our College has a strong alumni comprising of CXOs, MLAs, IAS Officers, MAYors, CAs, CPAs, CIs, Businessmen, National and International players.

### ABOUT THE CHAIR
Shivaji University Kolhapur has instituted The United Western Bank's Late R.N. Godbole Chair at the Department of Commerce for the purpose of studies in Financial Management and Banking Research eminent economist and banker. We have delivered memorial lectures at this Chair.

### CONCEPT NOTE
Sustainable development means to preserve the natural resources in development process by protecting the interests of present and future generations. It is a process by protecting the interests of present and future generations for future. At present the quest for environmental protection is the only option to preserve the natural resources in development. The United Western Bank's Late R.N. Godbole Chair at the Department of Commerce and the united Western Bank's Late R.N. Godbole Chair at the Department of Commerce and the united Western Bank's Late R.N. Godbole Chair at the Department of Commerce has played a pioneer role in the establishment of Shivaji Law College in 1953, and Night College of Arts and Commerce in 1971.

### SUB-THEMES

#### A. Business and Economy
- I. E-commerce and Innovation
- II. Digital Entrepreneurship and Start-ups
- III. Transformation in Service Industry
- IV. Green Banking
- V. Industry 4.0
- VI. Talent Management

#### B. Agriculture and Sustainability
- I. Organic Agriculture and Agro-Processing
- II. Agricultural Waste Management
- III. Rural Resource Management
- IV. Co-operative Movement and Equitable Distribution

#### C. Computational Science
- I. Artificial Intelligence
- II. Big Data and Quality Statistics
- III. Data Base Management
- IV. Knowledge Management

#### D. Accounting and Finance
- I. Challenges in International Accounting
- II. Social Accounting & Environmental Accounting
- III. Digital Accounting & Forest Accounting
- IV. Human Development
- V. Mergers and Acquisitions in Banking Sector
- VI. Financial Inclusion and Literacy
- VII. Issues of NPA in Banking Sector
- VIII. Disinvestment Policy and Practices

#### E. Law
- I. Impact of Companies Act 2013
- II. Financial Regulation and Bankruptcy Code
- III. Property Laws and Intellectual Property Rights
- IV. ipr and its impact
- V. Environmental Protection and Law
- VI. Indian Constitution

#### F. Social Issues
- I. Labor Issues Post Liberalization Era
- II. Human Development
- III. Poverty and Unemployment
- IV. Development and Social Exclusion
- V. Environmental Protection and Law
- VI. Human Rights
- VII. Impact of Companies Act 2013
- VIII. Disinvestment Policy and Practices
- IX. Mergers and Acquisitions in Banking Sector
- X. Digital Accounting & Forest Accounting
- XI. Social Accounting & Environmental Accounting
- XII. Challenges in International Accounting

### ABOUT KOLHAPUR:
Kolhapur is a historical city in Maharashtra famous for being a center of art, education, industry and sports, particularly wrestling. It is known for its traditional leather sandal Kolhapuri chappal and wrestling. Chhatrapati Shahu Maharaja initiated numerous social reforms. There are historical places such as Ch. Shahu Museum, Pandharpur Fort and Jyotiba Temple. It is an important center of Marathi Film Industry. This place is also famous for temples like the ancient Mahalaxmi Temple - Hindu pilgrimage site. The city is also known for Kolhapuri SAAJ (necklace with traditional pattern), jaggery, Kolhapur chapel (traditional leather sandal) and wrestling. ChhatrapatiShahu Maharaja, the founder of Kolhapur, has been an inspiration to many people. He initiated numerous social reforms. There are historical places such as Ch. Shahu Museum, Pandharpur Fort and Jyotiba Temple. It is an important center of Marathi Film Industry. This place is also known for its traditional leather sandal Kolhapuri chappal and wrestling. Chhatrapati Shahu Maharaja, the founder of Kolhapur, has been an inspiration to many people. His initiatives have had a lasting impact on the city. The city has a rich history and culture, and it is a popular tourist destination.